Balancing oxygen diffusion and convection in spiral microfluidics to mimic radial biological gradients.
Biological gradients are more than linear, one-dimensional phenomena-they often manifest radial geometries superimposed over tissue features and in turn, elicit a spatial response. In wound healing, injury to tissue produces a hypoxic gradient towards the center of the wound, and wound cells respond to this by secreting growth hormones to promote healing. Despite this spatial element in tissue hypoxia, most in vitro hypoxia techniques rely on linear, diffusion-based gradients of limited dimensions. To demonstrate a large area, radial hypoxia gradient, a concentric spiral microfluidics was devised to balance oxygen diffusion against nitrogen convection. The devices were fabricated using only a simple robotic cutter and soft lithography. With these spirals, spatial gradients of 3-15 % oxygen were delivered to fibroblast cells seeded across a gas-permeable membrane to modulate VEGF secretions. This technique opens the door for more studies on hypoxic gradients in wound healing and a number of tissue oxygen applications.